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Abstract In this chapter we cover research and development issues related to smart
cameras. We discuss challenges, new technologies and algorithms, applications and
the evaluation of today’s technologies. We will cover problems related to software,
hardware, communication, embedded and distributed systems, multi-modal sensors,
privacy and security. We also discuss future trends and market expectations from the
customer’s point of view.

1 Introduction

A smart camera is an image capturing optical device with additional embedded hard-
ware. The device is capable of extracting, processing and communicating informa-
tion. The data processing and communication capabilities of these embedded de-
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vices enable a variety of video-based applications, which include surveillance [28],
quality assessment in industrial production [41] and object tracking for security ap-
plications [56]. Smart cameras are employed to lower the amount of visual informa-
tion shared in a network and analysed by an operator, and also to increase situational
awareness.

A smart camera system must react to events that a human operator would find of
interest with the implicit assumption that some of the events reported by the system
might not be of interest to the operator. The goal is therefore to have no missed
detections with the minimum false alarm rate. Events of interest are defined within
the context of the application. In perimeter-control applications where the activity
within the coverage area is expected to be very limited, a typical event of interest is
meaningful or intentional motion within the coverage area [17, 40]. Not all changes
in pixel values are considered meaningful or intentional. Moving shadows due to
changing illumination conditions or terrain specific motion due to wind or water are
considered to be part of the background and should not normally be reported to the
operator. In the case of airport terminal security, where structured or intentional ac-
tivities are expected within the coverage area, a typical event of interest is detecting
unattended luggage [20,55,58]. For monitoring in industrial production, smart cam-
eras must be flexible enough to adapt to various kinds of tasks, such as health and
safety or quality control. Video analytics algorithms for quality control vary with
the object being manufactured [22].

Market expectations for smart cameras (e.g. in the CCTV market) have tradi-
tionally been over-optimistic, compared to the current performance levels of video
analytics algorithms and systems. By employing new low cost, low size, low weight
and low power processing developments, significant performance improvements are
possible. A combination of improved robustness in algorithms with clearly under-
stood user needs coupled with new business models that fulfil both security require-
ments and offer a return on investment should generate increased user confidence
and a cycle of good market growth.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 describes recent advances of pro-
cessing units and algorithms for smart cameras. Section 3 defines standards for in-
teroperability of smart camera networks and cooperation of different sensor types.
Section 4 discusses the communication among cameras while considering privacy.
Section 5 covers market expectations and Section 6 draws the conclusions.

2 Processing units and algorithms for smart cameras

Cognitive and perceptive video systems involve largely distributed smart cameras
that have limited power/thermal budgets and can communicate with each other to
achieve shared goals. Smart cameras can, for example, be mounted on mobile plat-
forms that introduce constraints on the supportable algorithmic complexity and the
need for increased power efficiency.
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Table 1 Power/performance figures for selected mobile/embedded GPUs. Giga FLoating-point
Operations Per Second (GFLOPs) represent the theoretical peak, single precision, combination of
fused multiply-add operations (floating-point multiply-add operations performed in one step).

Release date GFLOPs Architecture Thermal Designing Process node
Power (max/min watts) (nm)

NVIDIA-GT640 Q2 2012 691 GK104 65/15 28
AMD-E6760 Q2 2011 576 VLIW5 35/5 40
Intel-HD5200 Q3 2013 640 GT3e 47/2.4 22

Video data can be processed on smart cameras using Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) platforms [16]. GPUs can achieve high performance in terms of FLoating-
point Operations Per Second (∼ 8 TeraFLOPs or TFLOPs) but have several draw-
backs. The power consumption of such devices is high (∼250W) and great effort
is required to maintain low working temperatures. In turn, devices get physically
heavier and are not employable for mobile platforms (e.g. unmanned aerial vehi-
cles). However, embedded GPUs can offer an interesting trade-off among process-
ing power, power consumption and operating temperatures. Examples of embedded
GPUs are from NVIDIA (Tegra K1), AMD (E6760, E8860) and Intel (HD5200)
(Table 1). These embedded GPUs offer substantial floating point compute power
for inherently massively data parallel processing tasks, which are quite common in
image and video processing.

As embedded platforms are being used for computing tasks with ever increasing
computational complexity, the level of performance expected from embedded pro-
cessors is also increasing. The main trend in both embedded and desktop computing
is shifting from highest performance to highest performance per watt [3].

Engineers are moving towards many-core platforms with much lower power con-
sumption (∼2W) at the cost of lower performance (∼80 GigaFLOPs or GFLOPs).
By implementing many-core template architectures [49] on advanced silicon tech-
nologies like FD-SOI (Fully Depleted Silicon on Insulator), the GFLOPs/W ratio
can be improved [61]. For example, a ratio of 20 GFLOPs for 105 mW, or 380
GFLOPs for 2W, could be achieved in the next few years.

In order to have flexible platforms that simultaneously meet performance and
power efficiency targets, fixed function hardware blocks can be combined with spe-
cialised accelerators (e.g. DSP, FPGA, GPU) and/or general purpose pre-processors
(e.g. ARM, x86). This approach is already in use in modern Systems on a Chip
(SoC) with successful results. Specialised accelerators and general-purpose proces-
sors have fixed function hardware blocks that implement frequently used math-
ematical operations (e.g. transcendental functions) or application-specific tasks
(e.g. block sum of absolute values computation for motion estimation). Even larger
fixed function hardware blocks with limited control parameter programming func-
tionality are used for tasks such as video encoding and image/video filtering.

Heterogeneous platform architectures for smart cameras are available and we can
identify two broad processing architectures, namely General-Propose Symmetric
Multi-Processors (GPSMP), and General-Purpose computing on Graphics Process-
ing Units (GPGPU) or programmable graphics units. GPSMPs have strong memory
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Fig. 1 NoC-based GALS architecture with four many-core clusters (power+clock) with four Pro-
cessing Elements (PE) per cluster. Key: GP: General Purpose.

consistency models that limit them to (about) a dozen cores, while GPGPUs exhibit
much more parallelism with thousands of cores and the same program/instruction
executed on several datasets simultaneously.

For example, many-core architectures are based on a Globally Asynchronous
Locally Synchronous (GALS) architecture [48] where a number of synchronous
tiles are connected through an asynchronous NoC (Network on Chip). Each tile can
have its own clock and power domain and is made of up to 16 Processing Elements
(PE), each with their own flow of instructions, connected in an SMP fashion around
local memory [49]. Because each cluster is controllable in frequency and voltage,
the overall available computing power can be adjusted to the computing demand,
therefore also controlling electrical power (Fig. 1). This kind of architecture can
be further tuned for video analytics by means of hardware accelerating blocks in
clusters (i.e. a mixed hardware-software many-core) or by dedicated instructions
(e.g. 16 bit floating point arithmetic or specific instructions to compute the sum of
absolute difference on arrays).

Solutions from low-power embedded systems, such as GALS many-cores on
FD-SOI, can bring significant benefits faster than the downscaling of desktop tech-
nologies. For instance, many-core template architectures can be specialised by class
of applications. This can be done either through dedicated hardware blocks or by
means of additional instructions, and can also provide fine-grain power control,
e.g. at the cluster level. These architectures are more programmable, especially
when data-dependent algorithms are being used, such as in video analytics and data
fusion.
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Fig. 2 Positioning of many-core with respect to General-Propose Symmetric Multi-Processors
(GPSMP) and General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) [49].

Such a variety of platforms leaves room for more flexible, fully programmable,
and possibly heterogeneous many-core platforms that can serve data-dependent
classes of algorithms. Fig. 2 summarises the positioning of many-core with respect
to traditional architectures.

Real-time algorithms currently running on smart cameras include motion de-
tection, block-based motion estimation, adaptive histogram equalisation, bounding-
box drawing, denoising, sharpening along with basic raw sensor data processing
such as demosaicing, normalisation and colour processing [12, 19]. Most of these
algorithms achieve real-time performance for standard definition frame resolution
(PAL, NTSC or VGA) and typically with the help of platform (ARM+ASIC or
ARM+ASIC+DSP/FPGA) optimised code. However, increasing frame rates, bit
depths and frame resolutions are affecting current implementations. The need for
hardware improvements providing higher memory bandwidth and processing is thus
increasing.

The adoption of compute-capable GPUs in embedded systems can enable multi-
threaded data parallelism [4]. OpenCL [8] can be used for programming hetero-
geneous multi/many-core platforms to achieve data and task-level parallelism. It is
possible to off-load compute and memory bandwidth intensive frame processing to
GPUs, or similar multi-core co-processors, leaving the remaining embedded proces-
sors available for additional functionality that best fits their architecture [30,51,54].
However, it is possible that the porting of some algorithms on smart cameras, which
integrate parallel devices such as GPUs or multi-core accelerators, may not be able
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to achieve user-expected performance levels. This concern is mainly due to algo-
rithm specifics, limited memory and core clock speeds, limited power consumption
requirements or strict thermal budgets. Importantly, the nature of some algorithms
may also not allow parallelisation [36, 39, 52].

Engineers are hence coping with the portability of algorithms from non-integrated
to embedded processors. The major issue is achieving the same performance on both
device types. This target motivates the integration of programmable accelerators in-
side the board to speed-up basic operations such as pixel-wise frame difference.
Another key aspect is the programmability of the various kinds of architectures and
portability of the application code [29]. This will be achieved by using industrial
frameworks that bring together extensions to existing languages with their runtime
systems [8,10,13], or by using emerging frameworks that address the specific needs
of image processing algorithms and video analytics [44, 45].

3 Networks of smart cameras

Modern large area surveillance networks support multiple high-resolution cameras
with high frame-rate video streams. Centralised data processing requirements can be
addressed by increasing the memory and compute bandwidth, for example via pro-
cessing units that employ high memory bandwidth and hardware accelerators such
as GPUs. Such hardware accelerators can provide substantial performance gains
and subsequently achieve much larger camera-feed per processor ratios [31]. Al-
ternatively, a mixed centralised and distributed processing model can reduce both
the transmission bandwidth between edge nodes (e.g. smart cameras) and a central
control station and, possibly, the amount of processing that needs to be done at the
central station.

Manual configuration of cameras in large area surveillance networks is costly,
thus making autonomous and self-adaptive smart cameras desirable. Self-adaptive
smart cameras must be capable of self-calibration, cooperation with heterogeneous
hardware to identify neighbouring cameras and satisfy task requirements [53]. The
advances in low-power computing discussed in the previous section bring comput-
ing power near to the sensors, which is key to reducing communication overheads.

Several solutions exist that attempt to interface heterogeneous cameras in a net-
work, although none claim outright universality. An example is the Camera Link
standard, version 2.0 managed by the Automated Imaging Association (AIA) [1].
Camera Link specifies camera connectors and a real-time communications protocol,
provides standardised connections to programmable circuit hardware (e.g. Frame
grabbers, FPGAs), and has enjoyed some market adoption. Hybrid analog and dig-
ital cameras are currently necessary to allow heterogeneous network devices to
inter-connect. Analog to IP converters help integrate legacy analog systems into IP-
networks, though with very limited sensor control. Since components within smart
cameras, or smart cameras themselves, are produced by multiple vendors, the col-
laboration among cameras has to be achieved among bespoke systems.
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Two standards for IP cameras are emerging as dominant players in the market,
the Physical Security Interoperability Alliance (PSIA) standard [9] and the Open
Network Video Interface Forum (ONVIF) specification [15].

PSIA covers a range of products, not limited to IP cameras. The group behind
PSIA formed from smaller companies and has seen reasonable adoption of its stan-
dard for IP video. The PSIA Recording and Content Management (RaCM) spec-
ification, combined with the PSIA IP Media Device specification, enables Digital
Video Recorders, Network Video Recorders and Video Management Systems from
different manufacturers to interoperate and to control different devices (e.g. cameras
and encoders) in a video surveillance network.

ONVIF (started in 2008 by Axis communications) defines a common protocol
for the exchange of information between network video devices, including auto-
matic device discovery, video streaming and metadata. The standard is aimed at the
surveillance market for intelligent cameras and analytics. In September 2013 more
than 3,700 products were ONVIF conformant and more than 460 manufacturers,
distributors and others were ONVIF members.

Software interoperability solutions have also been emerging. Genetec, for ex-
ample, provides a software solution by the name of Omnicast [7], which claims to
integrate a large number of IP cameras in such a way that an existing infrastructure
should be interoperable with any new hardware selected by a customer.

A smart platform may incorporate multiple sensors, and blend them to boost
event detection and classification performance. Night vision modules [24] and stereo
pairs [35] can be embedded in smart cameras to boost perceptive capabilities. 3D
object measurements can be used to improve type classifications [60] and to in-
crease robustness in the case of occlusions [50, 59]. Smart cameras can perceive
the surroundings also by integrating other sensors, such as microphones for gunshot
detection and localisation, infrared motion sensors and radio-frequency identifica-
tion for staff authorisation [32]. A video stream associated to an audio stream to
enhance detection, identification and classification of events, and can broaden the
type of applications that can be addressed, such as automatic camera re-orientation
when an audio source location of interest is detected [46], or multi-modal object
tracking [18, 59]. Some classes of sound events have been accurately detected and
classified in research [42, 43] and in market products [2, 14]. Further enhancements
involve robustness against difficult noise conditions and source localisation [47].
For the latter, dedicated acoustic sensors can be based on direction of air particles
flow [5,62] or beam-forming with time difference of arrival [38]. In order to increase
the detection rate, one can employ an integrated solution of an acoustic-enabled Pan-
Tilt-Zoom camera with sound source classification and localisation [46] (Fig. 3).

4 Privacy

Cooperation between smart cameras may lead to potential security problems as data
communications may be accessible to unauthorised third-parties [23]. Moreover, be-
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Fig. 3 General scheme of sound source detection, localisation and tracking, with automatic camera
positioning. Key. PTZ: Pan-Tilt-Zoom.

cause of the use of images of individuals, privacy has to be considered in the design
of cognitive and perceptive video systems. Since embedded image processing sup-
ports detection of objects of interest using raw sensor data, object masking, as the
simplest mean of privacy protection, can be performed before stream encoding for
transmission [34]. The original images could be encrypted and stored in the camera
itself for a short period of time. Privacy in surveillance can be addressed in numerous
ways [21]. Generally, people’s faces and license plates are the most prominent per-
sonal information readily extracted. A range of privacy-protection algorithms can be
directly implemented in smart cameras in order to achieve a sufficient level of pri-
vacy in secure data communications. One simple approach is streaming-on-demand,
in which the camera notifies an operator of detected events, and the operator engages
the video stream if required. In such an approach the processing and archiving could
be done within the camera itself [34].

Real-time anonymisation can also be a solution to the privacy problem [23].
People in a scene can be made anonymous by blurring the portion of the images
representing their face and by storing the original non-blurred face for future use,
e.g. inside an encrypted watermark. To reduce privacy-loss due to low face detec-
tion accuracy the whole top part of the detected object’s silhouette can be masked.
This reduces false-negatives as moving object detection can be considered reliable
in most cases. Face blurring ensures that identities of people are safely managed, but
at the same time the process of anonymisation can make other tasks difficult to per-
form, such as person re-identification. This can be dealt with by parameterisation
of the original face images. Instead of distributing an image, the re-identification
among numerous cameras could be based on numerical description - image features
are not directly associated with the person identity, but are useful in confirming a
visual similarity of objects seen by various cameras [25, 33].

Selective data erasure for privacy protection assumes that all footage, except
identifiably important videos, should be deleted after predefined short periods of
time. Important videos could be defined by event detection and re-identification of
individuals [27] or with abandoned luggage, counter-flow and barrier crossing de-
tection [26].
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Smart camera networks could generate a fully symbolic representation of the
monitored scene state (e.g. number of people entering through a particular door or
in a highly sensitive zone or events of barrier crossing per hour). These could be
the only data transmitted to an end-user application by re-creating a virtual reality
representation of the real scene - anonymous avatars walking in a 3D environment,
mimicking a person’s behaviour, providing an operator with a comparable situa-
tional awareness to that of a traditional video feed [57].

5 Market expectations

Typical CCTV (smart cameras for surveillance) end-user budgets allow them to
spend only a small amount per camera as CCTV procurement is often part of a
small physical security budget which tends to be seen as a drain on an organi-
sation’s resources. CCTV installation is traditionally a highly competitive, price-
sensitive market with slow-growth. The addition of smart cameras has allowed a
small increase in prices to be introduced, but in general CCTV users commonly ex-
pect the same or only marginal increases in price per camera. This effective cap on
unit cost may have tended to force manufacturers, and their algorithm developers,
to constrain their approaches to low computational cost processes that will run on
standard Personal Computer (PC) architectures, thus tending to force smart camera
system developers to limit themselves to low-computational complexity approaches
to basic visual processing steps such as object detection, classification and track-
ing. Besides the constant search for better algorithmic approaches, huge increases
in processing power are needed to ultimately allow high frame-rates, image resolu-
tions and motion, texture and colour modelling to be utilised. For example, global
minimisation techniques such as Simulated Annealing or Gibbs Markov Random
Fields [37] can require millions of operations per pixel, and these might be a small
part of a much larger set of complex processing stages. Whilst optimisations and
cuts often help, they do not allow the developer free reign in combining the ideal
combination of processing steps. In a recent thorough review of pedestrian classi-
fiers [28], the best performing classifier was running at roughly five minutes per
frame on standard NTSC images (although the authors note that many speed-ups
are possible).

The introduction of cameras, with at-the-edge processing capabilities, is begin-
ning to improve the situation, but cannot currently offer the level of processing that
the most robust visual processing would consume.

CCTV end users tend to either have little or no conception of the potential of-
fered by the current breed of commercial systems. Or have wildly over-optimistic
expectations, perhaps fuelled by film and television (and also over-selling by some
systems salespersons), of what is possible using smart cameras. Worse still, devel-
opers seldom get to understand the true needs or requirements of CCTV end-users.
This lack of dialogue leads to a technology driven set of applications that seldom
meet a genuine end-user need. A case in point might be the smart camera systems
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Fig. 4 Perceived market failure due to poor requirements definition and low smart CCTV user
confidence.

offering ‘loitering’ detection, often marketed into the public transport sector. ‘Loi-
tering’ detection is a natural spin-off of people tracking technologies. However, in
the transport domain, the incident of ‘loitering’ passengers is so high (i.e. waiting
for connections is a natural part of travel) as to have little or no value to the end user.
At the time of marketing, the purchaser would be presented with the scenario that
loitering individuals up to no good would be detected, which sounds attractive, due
to the semantic overloading of the term ‘loitering’. Unfortunately, after a system is
in operational use they then discover it cannot distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’
loitering. This poor experience then feeds into the end user’s negative perceptions of
the benefits of smart cameras, and reduces their confidence in the concept, and rein-
forces the resistance to pay a significant mark-up on top of the CCTV cost for smart
camera capabilities. High false alarm rates and the mismatching of capability to user
needs therefore holds up both commercial progress and application performance, in
a negative feedback loop (Fig. 4).

The smart camera market has seen a plethora of relatively low-cost systems ap-
pear in the last few years. Typical systems use a standard PC-based architecture and
most use standard CPU processing, although smart cameras with embedded systems
have improved the computational power available per camera.

The preceding comments (summarised in Fig. 4) might seem to paint a rather
bleak future for smart cameras; however, there are ways forward. The push for busi-
ness innovation over the last decade has shown that by merging previously disparate
information sources new and valuable knowledge can be gained. Such gains can be
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the basis of developing new business cases that change the smart camera system
from being seen as a drain on resources to being a business opportunity and a rev-
enue generator in itself. In essence, we should try and offer a surveillance capability
that pays for itself. For example (i) reduce human work load or increase produc-
tivity (e.g. monitor more cameras with same number of staff) by using analytics
to pre-filter large video archives for relevant information; (ii) preventative security
(e.g. reduce vandalism repair costs in the Rail industry via detection of intruders
at Rail stock yards and preventing graffiti tagging; (iii) create metadata that can be
sold or aid the business and show a customer how to do it (e.g. counting the number
of people passing specific locations in transport hubs to set advertising rates, and
subsequently verify to advertisers that “hit rate” targets were met).

Another key aspect to managing user expectations and the acceptance of smart
cameras is that the installation and maintenance of such systems should be as easy,
robust and self-adaptive as possible. Additionally, honest collaboration with the end
users is important to meet their expectations as opposed to proposing products that
are a poor fit or unsuitable for their purposes. A recent trend in this area has been for
sellers to appoint a “Customer’s friend” (an extension of the Account Manager role).
This individual works with the user organisation and challenges their own company
where they see any sign of a mismatch or over-selling.

The goal is to create a beneficial circle (Fig. 5) so that as end users start to see
a smart CCTV system as a net benefit, there is a potential for procurement budgets
to be raised because they can now pay for themselves. That could (or should) lead
to a more performance-based competitive market as opposed to a cost-competitive
one, and it would enable the advancement of video analytics work using superior
hardware and heavier investment in research and development costs.

New capabilities can therefore be generated, new products can be offered to cus-
tomers and new applications can be better matched to real customer requirements.
Finally, we should achieve the removal of existing negative feedback loops and the
closure of a positive beneficial circle with a new level of end user confidence and
approval.

6 Conclusions

Today’s mobile and embedded processors are capable of what desktop computers
could do ten years ago at substantially lower power consumption levels [6, 11].
As embedded platforms are improving in terms of raw computational power and
available memory bandwidth, it is becoming possible to implement computationally
complex processing tasks on these platforms. This trend is likely to continue thanks
to developments in silicon process technology and architectural breakthroughs.
Smart cameras are already benefiting from these developments by incorporating
the newly available processing power to tackle more and more complex processing
tasks locally leading to improved response times, more capable algorithms, lowered
network traffic and enhanced overall system performance.
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Fig. 5 Market success model that would allow end users to see smart CCTV systems as a benefit.
COPCAMS: Cognitive and perceptive cameras (http://copcams.eu).

Nowadays heterogeneity is key given the diversity of cameras that can be found
in many large legacy networks. This capability will be needed for some time to
come, as the renewal cycle for large camera networks is typically long due to the
large costs involved in network, camera and analytics replacement.

Equipping smart cameras with a variety of sensors can result in a broader range
of business models, for example an increased number of possible events to be de-
tected (e.g. gunfire, screaming), and robustness in extreme conditions (e.g. object
detection in vision versus thermal vision in low light). Advanced technologies can
be applied for privacy protection, increasing the societal acceptance of surveillance
or to broaden the range of surveillance applications, for example by enabling the
collaboration amongst aerial and terrain vehicles.
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